
There are a variety of activity cards within this pack that can be used in any order to suit what is happening with your group. 

The front of the card is aimed at the children. It shows an image 
and any relevant key questions. 

The back of the card details links to The Early Learning Goals 
followed by the activity instructions. 

Using the resources

What makes a good friend?

Being a Friend
The Early Learning Goals
Activity Links

Personal, social and emotional 
development 

Self-confidence and self-awareness: children 
are confident to try new activities, and say 
why they like some activities more than others. 
They are confident to speak in a familiar group, 
will talk about their ideas, and will choose the 
resources they need for their chosen activities.

Managing feelings and behaviour: children talk 
about how they and others show feelings, talk 
about their own and others’ behaviour, and its 
consequences, and know that some behaviour is 
unacceptable.

Making relationships: children play co-
operatively, taking turns with others. They take 
account of one another’s ideas about how to 
organise their activity. They show sensitivity to 
others’ needs and feelings, and form positive 
relationships with adults and other children. 

Understanding the world 

People and communities: children talk about 
past and present events in their own lives and 
in the lives of family members. They know that 
other children don’t always enjoy the same 
things, and are sensitive to this. 

Being a Friend
What makes a good friend? Ask this question. Invite children to share their ideas.
Explain. We are all different so we don’t all like the same things or play in the same way. That’s 
okay. 

Draw out some key features of friendship; being kind, taking turns, having fun together.

Explain. Having friends helps us to feel happy so it’s important to be a good friend and look 
after each other.
 
Challenge the children: 

Jo likes to play in the sand. Sam likes to draw. What can they do together that they might 
both enjoy?

Help the children to explore how they might play in 
different ways. 

Play a game that requires taking turns or that uses 
teamwork e.g. 

• Relay races including other skills such as colour 
sorting, building a tower, picture card matching.

•  Team Treasure Hunt/Scavenger Hunt
• Working in pairs, design a game to teach other 

friends.

Any necessary resources to support the activity cards are included with this pack but feel free to supplement in any way that suits you and your setting. 

You may wish to view further Facts4Life materials on the website www.facts4life.org. 

Here, you will also find links to display materials should you wish to use them.
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Oh dear! I’m feeling....!

What helps us to feel better when we are feeling wobbly?
Who can help us when we are having a wobble?
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The Early Learning Goals - 
Activity Links

Communication and language 

Understanding: They answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ 
questions about their experiences and in 
response to stories or events. 

Speaking: children express themselves 
effectively, showing awareness of listeners’ 
needs. They use past, present and future forms 
accurately when talking about events that have 
happened or are to happen in the future. They 
develop their own narratives and explanations by 
connecting ideas or events. 

Managing feelings and behaviour: children talk 
about how they and others show feelings, talk 
about their own and others’ behaviour, and its 
consequences, and know that some behaviour is 
unacceptable.

Making relationships: They show sensitivity to 
others’ needs and feelings, and form positive 
relationships with adults and other children. 

Oh dear! I’m feeling....!
Invite children to imagine what the character on the card might be feeling. 
Why might the character be feeling this way? What might have happened to cause this feeling? 
...I wonder if teddy is feeling wobbly about... who to play with today... something that happened at 
home... something that was said ... etc.

When you are feeling wobbly, like when you are worried or scared about something, where in your 
body do you feel it? 
Help the children to think about the bodily sensations experienced when we are feeling anxious, e.g. 
Tummy ache, headache, heart pounding, rapid breathing, shaking.

Explain. Everyone feels wobbly sometimes, its normal to feel all sorts of different emotions. We 
have ups and downs and that’s OK.

Note – we cannot help the emotions that we feel; they are an automatic response to triggers. We can 
help children to manage the behaviour that may accompany these emotions.

What helps us to feel better when we are feeling wobbly?

What helps us to feel better? Share ideas.  
Try out some of the activities from the ‘Mindful Me’ poster; any of these activities can help children to 
regulate themselves when they are experiencing tricky emotions.

Who can help us when we are having a wobble? 

Help the children to identify trusted adults who they can talk to when they are feeling wobbly.
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How do we know when our 
bodies need sleep?

How do we feel when we have 
slept well?

What happens when we 
haven’t had enough sleep?

What sorts of things can help 
us to have a good night’s sleep?

Why do we need sleep?
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The Early Learning Goals - 
Activity Links

Communication and language 

Understanding: children follow instructions 
involving several ideas or actions. They 
answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about their 
experiences and in response to stories or events. 

Physical development 

Health and self-care: children know the 
importance for good health of physical exercise, 
and a healthy diet, and talk about ways to keep 
healthy and safe.

How do we know when our bodies need sleep?

Ask this question. Invite children to share their answers.

How do we feel when we have slept well?

Invite ideas. 

What happens when we haven’t had enough sleep?

Invite ideas. Refer to the book. Explain that when we sleep, our brains can work on their sleep time 
jobs to help us  be healthy. Whilst we sleep, our bodies are busy mending and growing and our 
brains are making sense of all that we have seen, heard, felt, smelled and tasted. If we don’t get 
enough sleep, its hard for our bodies to get everything done to help us. We might feel grumpy, we 
might find it hard to concentrate, our reactions might be slower, we might find it hard to be patient 
and friendly, we’re more likely to feel hungry as our bodies want the energy that they’ve missed 
out on by not resting enough.

What sorts of things can help us to have a good night’s sleep?

Invite ideas. Help the children to separate out the things that can help us to sleep and the things 
that can delay or disrupt our sleep.  To explore this theme further, share the ‘Sleep Well Boo’ story 
from the website.

When Fin is 
resting, the body 

can concentrate on 
mending itself and 

growing and making 
sense of the day.

Sleep
is super important 

for a healthy 
body.
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